Stationery System and Architecture Portfolio Design by Loy, Wanqi
December 2, 2013
Foster Lynn FAIA
Tvsdesign
2700, 1230 Peachtree St NE
Atlanta, GA 30309
Dear Mr. Lynn,
I am contacting tvsdesign to inquire about the possibility of an internship opportunity for the summer 
of 2014. 
I was born in Shanghai, China and moved to the United States during my freshman year of high school. 
I speak fluent Chinese and English, and became an American citizen in 2009. After entering the College 
of Architecture and Design at the University of Tennessee, I met my mentor Andy Ruff, a past employee 
of tvsdesign, who introduced me to your firm. Ever since, I have watched and admired the numerous 
awards and recognitions tvsdesign has received for its designs. The choice of materials and the creation 
of forms in many of the projects are unique and honest; it is also what I see and strive for in my own 
materials and methods of construction. In addition, the workplace atmosphere at tvsdesign is what I 
desire; an office that focuses on collaboration, hands-on design and problem solving.
I had a rewarding 2013 summer internship experience at Johnson Architecture, a Knoxville architectural 
firm. I have been invited to return for the 2014 internship, but feel it would be beneficial for me to 
broaden my architectural academic experience by working with an international firm. I believe I would 
be an asset to your team as I am a driven, hardworking designer that knows the value of collaboration. 
To me, design is about working through problems to find the best solution that is both functional and 
efficient, while still remaining elegant and simple. I strive to be inspired and forward thinking in order to 
create honest designs. I possess strong computer and digital representation skills and my positions of 
leadership in several school organizations has provided me with the ability to communicate and work 
in coordination with others.
Thank you for this opportunity to introduce myself; feel free to contract me with any further questions. 
I appreciate your consideration and look forward to speaking with you soon.
Sincerely,
Wanqi (KK) Loy 
December 2, 2013
Foster Lynn FAIA
Tvsdesign
2700, 1230 Peachtree St NE
Atlanta, GA 30309
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EDUCATION
EXPERIENCE
LEADERSHIP ROLES
HONORS
SKILLS
Reference and portfolio upon request
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
College of Architecture and Design
Pursuing a Bachelor of Architecture, 2015 
Major GPA: 3.7
Johnson Architecture Inc              May – Aug. 2013
Summer internship  
Professor Stanley Rabun                  Jan.– May  2013
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Teaching assistant for architectural statics
Landmark Storage Co.                                      Summer 2011– 2010
Receptionist
Fort Loudon Marina                         Summer 2008
Fuel deck attendant
Professional Skills     
Written and spoken fluency in English and Chinese
Extensive drafting and sketch experience
Software Skills  
AutoCAD
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe InDesign
Adobe Illustrator   
College of Architecture and Design                                               2011– Present
Student Mentor  
Student Government Association                                  2013
Representative  
National Organization of Minority Architecture Students                                    2013 & 2012
Vice president & historian 
Dean’s Student Advisory Council                                         2011
Representative
American Institute of Architecture Students                                     2010
Freshman representative
HOPE Scholarship                                                   2010 – Present
EURECA - Exhibition of Undergraduate Research and Creative Achievement  2014 
Stationery set and architecture portfolio design were selected and displayed
Architecture Project Competition                               2011 
Final project was selected as top ten percent of the class
Knoxville First Friday          2011 
Architecture project was displayed at Knoxville Downtown Studio for First Friday event
Scholastics Art & Writing Awards              2010 
Artwork received Gold Key & Honorable Awards
Knoxville Museum of Art                                                    2009 
Artwork received a second place and was displayed at KMA
Tennessee Valley School Exhibition                                          2009 
Artwork was selected and displayed
Autodesk 3ds Max
Rhino
Revit
Sketchup
Microsoft Office
Resume
Business card
Cover Letter
Envelope
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FOSTER LYNN
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Working Space for a Writer
meeting room of the confabulatores nocturni
The project’s objective is to design a writ-
ing and reading space for the current Edgar 
Allan Poe Professor, a meeting space for the 
Society of the Confabulatores Nocturni,  an 
exterior courtyard for reading and gather-
ings, and to extend Jefferson’s Lawn beyond 
the west range.
The location of the site is on the island 
of grass between the room of Edgar Allan 
Poe and McCormick Road at University of 
Virginia.
The concept was to design a tower for 
the writing and reading space with a wall of 
books that is thirty feet tall. The intention is 
to strengthen and magnify a writer’s mind as 
he walks into the space, similar to the story 
“A Glass Tower” by Alexander Brodsky and 
Ilya Utkin. While the tower is covered by 
stacking strips of concrete blocks with glass 
slits sandwiched in between, it contains a 
transparent ceiling to let in light and allow it 
filter through the entire space in order to light 
up the tower. Furthermore, the appearance 
of  interior glowing light behaves as a floating 
lantern at night.      
Charlottesville, VA
Professor Brian Ambroziak
Spring 2012
The meeting space of the Confabulatores 
Nocturni is placed underground, as a void 
carved out of the earth, to endure its sacred-
ness and provide a quiet environment for 
the individuals to congregate. Both spaces 
are connected by an outdoor amphitheater 
seating element where people can gather 
to read, communicate, and share stories. In 
addition, the bridging element helps to ac-
commodate integration  between the two, 
from solid to void and dream to reality.
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sun diagram
view diagram
public(lighter)
private(darker) 
diagram
natural features
flood zone
wind pattern
summer wind
winter wind
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This perspective shows exterior circulation 
between the colonnade facade system and 
the enclosed meeting and dining spaces. 
It serves as a datum for connecting both 
buildings.
This perspective shows the primary meet-
ing space, where visitors can gather and be 
entertained.
This elevation shows the southwest facade 
of the meeting space. The building contains 
a natural appearance, which helps to cre-
ate an intimate conversation with its forest 
surrounding. 21
This floor plan (on the right) shows ground level of the building where 
the shops are being placed in the center and sandwiched between 
secondary spaces where stairs, elevators, restrooms, and loading 
zone, etc. are located. The building itself is placed in between East 
Park (green space above) and West Plaza (open space below). The 
separation between shops is created for people to filter though at all 
times. Moreover, it serves as a bridging element from East Park to 
West Plaza.
This southwest elevation (below) extends from TVA tower (on far left) 
all the way to East TN Historical Society building (on far right).The 
elevation shows the row of trees from West Plaza continues all the 
way through Market Square to help unify the space. The use of two 
distinctive materials warm wood and steel panels create contrast and 
variation.  
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This sketch on the right shows dif-
ferent paving and vegetation ele-
ments in East Park.
01  concrete pavement
02  honey locust tree
03  rain garden
04  sculpture
05  porus pebbles
06  reflective water
07  2”-6” planters
08  patio
28 29
This longitudinal section shows both cabanon for the 
Edgar Allan Poe professor for creative writing (on the 
right) and meeting room of the confabulators nocturni (on 
the left). While the cabanon sitting above ground reach-
ing the sky and meeting room is burying underground, 
both rooms are connected by an amphitheater seating 
element. Furthermore, the angle of the roof is created in 
relationship to the angle of the sun. The objective is to 
take in the sunlight through the slanted piece of glass on 
the top, then alternate it from the piece of solid, angled 
concrete structure on the left, allowing it to travel through 
the building to create warmth and illumination. 
This section shows the major runway space on the right, which also serves as an 
atrium. The residential spaces are located in the mid-section of the building. The pub-
lic restrooms and stair towers are located towards the back of the building.
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The red highlights represent 
dominant streets for traffic. 
The darker the color, the more 
predominant.
This diagram shows the location 
of entertainment areas. The 
darker the red, the more enter-
tainment is  concentrated. 
The red infills represent the ma-
jor clothing shopping zones. 13
ABSTRACT
Graphic design and architecture are 
two creative, interlocking mediums 
that focus on the art of communi-
cation, style, and problem-solving. 
Both art forms allow designers to 
create and organize elements, but 
graphic design allows one to trans-
form three-dimensional ideas in ar-
chitecture into two-dimensional rep-
resentation.
The Loy Stationery System and Port-
folio explores hierarchy, negative 
space, and the abstraction of archi-
tectural ideas into a graphic system. 
The set includes a logo, resume, 
cover letter, envelope, business 
card, and portfolio, all of which are 
composed with an underlying grid 
and an overarching theme. The mo-
tif for the graphics is related to the 
last name “Loy,” as well as building 
materials, landscape, and an earth-
toned color palette.  Simple and el-
egant graphics create a clean, yet 
bold, visual representation of the 
ideas imbued in the portfolio’s ar-
chitectural content.
graphic design
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 Mies had never been able to actually 
build the single-volume clear-span pavilion in its 
purest form – the totally transparent glass box at 
truly monumental scale – and this was the oppor-
tunity now presented to him by the City or Berlin. 
 To understand adequately the develop-
ment of the New National Gallery design the sec-
ond of his trinity of concerns, his obsession with 
appropriate structure, should be considered.
 As always, he was concerned not only 
about the technical aspects, but about finding a 
new architectural grammar that would be at once 
honest and poetic. Rolled steel sections were of 
course particularly suitable for site assembly, their 
flanges lending themselves to easy bolting or riv-
eting on site, Mies had always felt a particular 
affinity for steel construction and his 1938 arrival 
in Chicago, the very home of the steel-framed 
building, was serendipitous. After 1938 steel and 
NEW NATIONAL GALLERY
glass would become his preferred materials and 
American technology would enable him exploit 
their qualities as he could not do before. And, 
most importantly, he would involve ways of us-
ing these materials that American architects such 
as Louis Sullivan had never thought of – more 
precise, more refined, using slender sections and 
long spans to achieve unprecedented effects of 
lightness and transparency. 
 Mies respected the work of the great 
nineteenth-century Chicago architect Louis Sul-
livan but, as he commented later, ‘Sullivan still 
believed in the façade… it was still the old archi-
tecture. He did not consider that just the structure 
could be enough.’ In Chicago, Mies proposed that 
architecture could consist of pure structure; and 
while he would continue to use all the principal 
building materials with care and devotion, his ef-
forts from 1938 to the end of his life were fo-
cused especially on the evolution and refinement 
of an architectural grammar whose vocabulary 
would consist of rolled steel angles, channels, I-
beams and H-columns.
 In Mies’s lower galleries and sculpture 
garden fulfill their purposes admirably. However, 
the grand pavilion, whilst majestic and suitable 
for displaying large objects which stand up to the 
large scale and benefit from the modeling effect 
of side-lighting from the glass walls, fails badly as 
exhibition space for smaller paintings.
 In the upper gallery, pictures are inad-
equately lit by spotlights high above, and some-
times seen against the glare of a glass outer wall 
– a disabling combination. Screening three walls 
with translucent grey curtains only partly elimi-
nates the glare but ruins the visual transparency 
of the building – its greatest glory – in the pro-
cess.
 In terms of space, the driving idea be-
hind the Miesian pavilion was to achieve a neutral 
space that could be divided up and used in un-
limited different ways – but this is simply not seen 
as important of even particularly desirable by 
curators. Most would favor a series of individual 
rooms echoing in scale and décor the settings for 
which the exhibited artworks were first created, 
and varying in size so as to cater for the intimate 
portrait as well as the large dramatic scene. 
 Finally, the New National Gallery as a 
whole is a closed form, perfection in itself and 
virtually incapable either of -extension or modifi-
cation. Its inability to expand as the art collection 
grows has been criticized.
 Imperfect thought its upper floor may 
be as a venue for viewing paintings, the New Na-
tional Gallery succeeds magnificently as a work 
of art in itself. Here is a twentieth century icon 
2 3 41
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When the world has grown tired of the ephem-
eral thrickeries of postmoderism, deconstruc-
tivism and those other fashions which compete 
for media attention, building such as this will 
refresh us by awakening all the more man’s 
deep desire  or poetic serenity and structural 
honesty.       
1. Interior photograph of New National Gallery
2. New National Gallery’s front elevation
3. Interior photograph of New National Gallery exhibiting  artwork
4. New National Gallery’s lighting design at night
5. New National Gallery’s side elevation
6. New National Gallery’s axis to the chapel in the background
Author of the article: Maritz Vandenberg
into the ground are easily read by the onlooker – a process made exciting by the great spans and 
spare efficiency of the structural members involved. 
 Most importantly, all of the above aspects flow together to create an entity of harmony 
and simplicity. Steel, glass and granite unite in a composition with seemingly no trace of the willful, 
the mannered or the modish. All its parts from the largest to the smallest, form a unity in which 
nothing jars or looks out of place. The entire composition has that appearance of serene inevitabil-
ity that characterizes problem – solving at the highest level.
 Like that Parthenon, from which it is ultimately descended by way of the German Neo-
classicist movement, and poise and tranquility it distinctly recalls, the New National Gallery is a 
building for all time. It occupies its site with authority and dignity; its form, materials and details 
convey a sense of seriousness and permanence; it stands as a loof form the swirl of fashion 
around it.
“
“
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of timeless serenity and composure, its functional imperfections forgotten as one contemplates its 
majesty as monument and symbol.
  In terms of composition, the over sailing roof hovering above a transparent enclosure pro-
vides a comforting sense -of refuge, recalling at heighted scale that primeval experience of sheltering 
under a tree canopy or cave while gazing out of the far horizon. Mies has created a form that is in his 
own words ‘harbouring but not confining’, satisfying at one stroke man’s contradictory yearnings for 
security and freedom. 
 Finally, in terms of structure and materials the gallery is an exemplar of clarity and dis-
cipline, seeming to taking its form not from arbitrary preference but form fundamental principle 
unlike Scharoun’s Philharmonie whose structure is merely an means of propping up the spatial 
enclosure, like that props holding up the scenery on a theatrical stage, the structural frame of 
Mies’s pavilion comes close to actually being the architecture. The transmission of massive gravi- 
tational forces from suspended roof-slab via precisely-place and beautifully articulated columns
Double Page Spreads
The project’s objective is to design two dou-
ble page spreads on Mies Van Der Rohe’s 
New National Gallery. The design intention 
is to construct the layout based on the form 
of the building in the style of the architect. 
Since the building holds an extreme contrast 
between its heavy dense roof and light trans-
parent body. 
Professor Diane Fox
Fall 2013  
an article about new national gallery by mies van der rohe
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The first spread contains images on top 
which overhang from the dense text on the 
bottom which respond to its unique roof 
structure. Moreover, the spreads are being 
divided into a rigid grid system which is also 
similar to the building’s layout. 
